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Abstract
In this paper we present linear time approximation schemes for several generalized match-
ing problems on nonbipartite graphs. Our results include O(m)-time algorithms for (1 − )-
maximum weight f -factor and (1+ )-approximate minimum weight f -edge cover. As a byprod-
uct, we also obtain direct algorithms for the exact cardinality versions of these problems running
in O(m
√
f(V )) time.
The technical contributions of this work include an efficient method for maintaining re-
laxed complementary slackness in generalized matching problems and approximation-preserving
reductions between the f -factor and f -edge cover problems.
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1 Introduction
Many combinatorial optimization problems are known to be reducible to computing optimal match-
ings in non-bipartite graphs [8, 7]. These problems include computing b-matchings, f -factors, f -
edge covers, T -joins, undirected shortest paths (with no negative cycles), and bidirected flows,
see [17, 12, 21, 9]. These problems have been investigated heavily since Tutte’s work in the 1950s
[22, 20]. However, the existing reductions to graph matching are often inadequate: they blow up the
size of the input [17], use auxiliary space [10], or piggyback on specific matching algorithms [10] like
the Micali-Vazirani algorithm [18]. Moreover, most existing reductions destroy the dual structure
of optimal solutions and are therefore not approximation preserving.
In this paper we design algorithms for computing f -factors and f -edge covers in a direct fashion,
or through efficient, approximation-preserving reductions. Because our algorithms are based on the
LP formulations of these problems (in contrast to approaches using shortest augmenting walks [10,
18]), they easily adapt to weighted and approximate variants of the problems. Let us define these
problems formally. We assume graphs may have multiple parallel edges and loops.
f-factor An f -factor is a subset F ⊂ E such that degF (v) ≤ f(v). F is perfect if the degree
constraints hold with equality.1
f-edge cover An f -edge cover is a subset F ⊂ E such that degF (v) ≥ f(v). It is perfect if all
degree constraints hold with equality.
On unweighted graphs the f -factor objective is to maximize |F |, and for f -edge cover it is
to minimize |F |. On weighted graphs it is to maximize/minimize w(F ), possibly subject to the
additional constraint that F is perfect.
Classic Reductions. The classical reduction from f -factor to standard graph matching uses the
b-matching problem as a stepping stone. A b-matching is a function x : E → Z≥0 (where x(e)
indicates how many copies of e are in the matching) such that
∑
e3v x(e) ≤ b(v), i.e., the number
of matches edges incident to v, counting multiplicity, is at most b(v). The f -factor problem on
G = (V,E,w) is reduced to b-matching by subdividing each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E into a path
(u, ue, ve, v). Here ue, ve are new vertices, w(u, ue) = w(ve, v) = w(u, v) while w(ue, ve) = 0, and
b(ue) = b(ve) = 1. The original vertices have b(u) = f(u). This reduction blows up the number of
vertices to O(m) and is not approximation preserving. The b-matching problem is easily reduced to
standard matching by replicating each vertex u b(u) times, and replacing each edge (u, v) with a
bipartite b(u) × b(v) clique on its endpoints’ replicas. This step of the reduction is approximation
preserving, but blows up the number of vertices and edges. Both reductions together reduce f -
factor to a graph matching problem on O(m) vertices and O(fmaxm) edges. Gabow [10] gave a
method for solving f -factor in O(m
√
f(V )) time using black-box calls to single iterations of the
Micali-Vazirani [18] algorithm.
Observe that f -factor and f -edge cover are complementary problems: if C is an fC-edge cover,
the complementary edge set F = E\C is necessarily an fF -factor, where fF (v) = deg(v) − fC(v).
Complementarity implies that any polynomial-time algorithm for one problem solves the other
in polynomial time, but it says nothing about the precise complexity of solving them exactly or
approximately. Indeed, this phenomenon is very well known in the realm of NP-complete problems.
1In the literature the term f -factor often refers to our definition of a perfect f -factor.
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For example, Maximum Independent Set and Minimum Vertex Cover are complementary problems,
but have completely different approximation profiles. Gabow’s O(m
√
fF (V )) cardinality fF -factor
algorithm [10] implies that fC-edge cover is computed in O(m
√
m− fC(V )) = O(m3/2) time,
and says nothing about the approximability of fC-edge cover. As far as we are aware, the fastest
approximation algorithms for fC-edge cover (see [2]) treat it as a general weighted Set Cover problem
on 2-element sets. Chvátal’s analysis [3] shows the greedy algorithm is an H(2)-approximation,
where H(2) = 3/2 is the 2nd harmonic number.
Our interest in the approximate f -edge cover problem is inspired by a new application to
anonymizing data in environments where users have different privacy demands; see [2, 1, 16]. Here
the data records correspond to edges and the privacy demand of v is measured by f(v); the goal is
to anonymize as few records to satisfy everyone’s privacy demands.
New Results. We give new algorithms for computing f -factors and f -edge covers approximately
and exactly.
• We show that a folklore reduction from minimum weight 1-edge cover to maximum weight
1-factor (matching) is approximation-preserving, in the sense that any (1− )-approximation
for matching gives a (1 + )-approximation for edge cover. This implies that 1-edge cover can
be (1 + )-approximated in O(m) time [5], and that one can apply any number of simple and
practical algorithms [4, 19, 5] to approximate 1-edge cover. This simple reduction does not
extend to f -factors/f -edge covers.
• We give an O(m)-time (1 + )-approximation algorithm for weighted fC-edge cover, for any
fC . Our algorithm follows from two results, both of which are somewhat surprising. First,
any approximate weighted fF -factor algorithm that reports a (1 ± )-optimal dual solution
can be transformed into a (1 +O())-approximate weighted fC-edge cover algorithm. Second,
such an fF -factor algorithm exists, and its running time is O(m). The first claim is clearly
false if we drop the approximate dual solution requirement (for the same reason that an O(1)-
approximate vertex cover does not translate into an O(1)-approximate maximum independent
set), and the second is surprising because the running time is independent of the demand
function fF and the magnitude of the edge weights.
• As corollaries of these reductions, we obtain a new exact algorithm for minimum cardinality
fC-edge cover running in O(m
√
fC(V )) time, rather than O(m3/2) time ([10]), and a direct
algorithm for cardinality fF -factor that runs in O(m
√
fF (V )) time, without reduction [10] to
the Micali-Vazirani algorithm [18].
The blossom structure and LP characterization of b-matching is considerably simpler than the
corresponding blossoms/LPs for f -factor and f -edge cover. In the interest of simplicity, one might
want efficient code that solves (approximate) b-matching directly, without viewing it as an f -factor
problem on a multigraph in which there is implicitly an infinite supply of each edge. We do not
know of such a direct algorithm. Indeed, the structure of b-matching blossoms seems to rely on strict
complementary slackness, and is incompatible with our main technical tool, relaxed complementary
slackness.2
2Using relaxed complementary slackness, matched and unmatched edges have different eligibility criteria (to be
included in augmenting paths and blossoms) whereas b-matching blossoms require that all copies of an edge—matched
and unmatched alike—are all eligible or all ineligible.
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Structure of the Paper. In Section 2 we give an introduction to the LP-formulation of general-
ized matching problems and the structure of their blossoms and augmenting walks. In Section 3.1
we show that a folklore reduction from 1-edge cover to 1-factor is approximation-preserving and in
Section 3.2 we reduce approximate f -edge cover to approximate f -factor. In Section 4 we give an
O(Wm−1)-time algorithm for (1 − )-approximate f -factor in graphs with weights in [1,W ] and
then speed it up to O(m−1 log −1), independent of weight. Section 5 gives a linear time algorithm
to compute a maximal set of augmenting walks; cf. [15, §8].
2 Basis of f-factor and f-edge cover
This section reviews basic algorithmic concepts from matching theory and their generalizations to
the f -factor and f -edge cover problems, e.g., LPs, blossoms, and augmenting walks. These tools
will let us generalize the Duan-Pettie algorithm [5] for Approximate Maximum Weight Matching to
Approximate Maximum Weight f -factor and Approximate Minimum Weight f -edge cover.
Notation. The input is a multigraph G = (V,E). For S ⊆ V , let δ(S) and γ(S) be the sets of
edges with exactly one endpoint and both endpoints in S, respectively. For T ⊆ E, δT (S) denotes
the intersection of δ(S) and T . By definition, degT (S) = |δT (S)|.
2.1 LP formulation
The maximum weight f -factor problem can be expressed as maximizing
∑
e∈E w(e)x(e), subject to
the following constraints:∑
e∈δ(v)
x(e) ≤ f(v), for all v ∈ V
∑
e∈γ(B)∪I
x(e) ≤
⌊
f(B) + |I|
2
⌋
, for all B ⊆ V, I ⊆ δ(B)
0 ≤ x(e) ≤ 1, for all e ∈ E
(1)
Here, the blossom constraint
∑
e∈γ(B)∪I x(e) ≤
⌊
f(B)+|I|
2
⌋
is a generalization of blossom con-
straint
∑
e∈γB x(e) ≤
⌊ |B|
2
⌋
in ordinary matching. The reason that we have a subset I of incident
edges in the sum is that the subset allow us to distinguish between matched edges that have both
endpoints inside B with those with exactly one endpoints. Any basic feasible solution x of this LP
is integral [21, §33], and can therefore be interpreted as membership vector of an f -factor F . To
ensure optimality of the solution, the algorithm works with the dual LP, which is:
minimize
∑
v∈V
f(v)y(v) +
∑
B⊆V,I⊆δ(B)
⌊
f(B) + |I|
2
⌋
z(B, I) +
∑
e
u(e)
subject to yzF (e) + u(e) ≥ w(e), for all e ∈ E
y(v) ≥ 0, z(B, I) ≥ 0, u(e) ≥ 0
(2)
3
Here the aggregated dual yzF : E 7→ R≥0 is defined as:
yzF (u, v) = y(u) + y(v) +
∑
B,I:(u,v)∈γ(B)∪I,
I⊆δ(B))
z(B, I).
Unlike matching, each z-value here is associated with the combination of a vertex set B and a
subset I of its incident edges.
The minimum weight f -edge cover problem can be expressed as minimizing
∑
e∈E w(e)x(e),
subject to: ∑
e∈δ(v)
x(e) ≥ f(v), for all v ∈ V
∑
e∈γ(B)∪(δ(B)\I)
x(e) ≥
⌈
f(B)− |I|
2
⌉
, for all B ⊆ V and I ⊆ δ(B)
0 ≤ x(e) ≤ 1, for all e ∈ E
(3)
With the dual program being:
maximize
∑
v∈V
f(v)y(v) +
∑
B⊆V,I⊆δ(B)
⌈
f(B)− |I|
2
⌉
z(B, I)−
∑
e∈E
u(e)
subject to yzC(e)− u(e) ≤ w(e), for all e ∈ E
y(v) ≥ 0, z(B, I) ≥ 0, u(e) ≥ 0
(4)
where
yzC(u, v) = y(u) + y(v) +
∑
B,I:(u,v)∈γ(B)∪(δ(B)\I),I⊆δ(B))
z(B, I).3
Both of our f -factor and f -edge cover algorithms maintain a dynamic feasible solution F ⊆ E
that satisfies the primal constraints. We call edges in F matched and all other edges unmatched,
which is referred to as the type of an edge. A vertex v is saturated if degF (v) = f(v). It is unsat-
urated/oversaturated if degF (v) is smaller/greater than f(v). Given an f -factor F , the deficiency
def(v) of a vertex v is defined as def(v) = f(v) − degF (v). Similarly, for an f -edge cover F , the
surplus of a vertex is defined as surp(v) = degF (v)− f(v).
2.2 Blossoms
We follow Gabow’s [11] definitions and terminology for f -factor blossoms, augmenting walks, etc.
A blossom is a tuple (B,EB, β(B), η(B)) where B is the vertex set, EB the edge set, β(B) ∈ B the
base vertex and η(B) ⊂ δ(β(B)) ∩ δ(B), |η(B)| ≤ 1 the base edge set, which may be empty. We
often refer to the blossom by referring to its vertex set B. Blossoms can be defined inductively as
follows.
Definition 1. A single vertex v forms a trivial blossom, or a singleton. Here B = {v}, EB = ∅,
β(B) = v, and η(B) = ∅.
3We use yzF and yzC to denote the aggregated dual yz for f -factor and f -edge cover respectively. We will omit
the subscript if it is clear from the context.
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Inductively, let B0, B1, ... , Bl−1 be a sequence of disjoint singletons or nontrivial blossoms. Sup-
pose there exists a closed walk CB = {e0, e1, ... , el−1} ⊆ E starting and ending with B0 such that
ei ∈ Bi × Bi+1 (mod l). The vertex set B =
⋃l−1
i=0Bi is identified with a blossom if the following
are satisfied:
1. Base Requirement: If B0 is a singleton, the two edges incident to B0 on CB, i.e., e0 and el−1,
must both be matched or both be unmatched.
2. Alternation Requirement: Fix a Bi, i 6= 0. If Bi is a singleton, exactly one of ei−1 and ei is
matched. If Bi is a nontrivial blossom, η(Bi) 6= ∅ and must be either {ei−1} or {ei}.
The edge set of the blososm B is EB = CB ∪ (
⋃l−1
i=1EBi) and its base is β(B) = β(B0). If B0
is not a singleton, η(B) = η(B0). Otherwise, η(B) may either be empty or contain one edge in
δ(B) ∩ δ(B0) that is the opposite type of e0 and el−1.
Blossoms are classified as light/heavy. If B0 is a singleton, B is light/heavy if e0 and el−1 are
both unmatched/matched. Otherwise, B is light/heavy if B0 is light/heavy. Note that blossoms in
the usual matching problem (1-factor) are always light.
The purpose of blossoms is to identify the part of graph that behaves as a unit when searching
for an augmenting walk. This property can be formally stated as follows:
Lemma 2. Let v be an arbitrary vertex in B. There exists an even length alternating walk P0(v)
and an odd length alternating walk P1(v) from β(B) to v using edges in EB. Moreover, The terminal
edge incident to β(B) must have a different type than η(B), if η(B) exists.
Proof. We prove this by induction. The base case is a blossomB consisting of singletons 〈v1, v2, ... , v2k+1〉,
where v = vi. Then one of the two walks 〈v1, v2, ... , vi〉 and 〈v1, v2k+1, v2k ... , vi〉 must be odd and
the other must be even.
Consider the cycle CB = 〈B0, e0, B1, ... , el−2, Bl−1el−1, B0〉. Suppose the claim holds inductively
for all nontrivial blossoms in B0, B1, ... , Bl−1. Let v be an arbitrary vertex in B. We use PBi,j
(0 ≤ i < l, j ∈ {0, 1}) to denote the walk P0 and P1 guaranteed in blossom Bi. There are two cases:
Case 1: When v is contained in a singleton Bk. We examine the two walks P̂ = 〈e0, e1, ... ek−1〉
and P̂ ′ = 〈el−1, el−2, ... ek〉. Notice that P̂ and P̂ ′ are walks in the graph obtained by contracting all
subblossoms B0, B1, ... Bl−1 of B. By the inductive hypothesis, we can extend P̂ and P̂ ′ to P and
P ′ in G by replacing each Bi on the walk with PBi,j for suitable j connecting the endpoints of ei−1
and ei. In particular, if ei−1 and ei are of different types, we replace Bi with the even length walk
PBi,0. Otherwise, we replace with PBi,1. By the alternation requirement, one of P and P ′ must be
odd and the other must be even.
Case 2: When v is contained in a non-trivial blossom Bk. Without loss of generality, ek−1 =
η(Bk). Consider the contracted walk P̂ = 〈e0, e1, ... , ek−1〉. We extend P̂ to an alternating walk P
in EB terminating at ek−1 similar to Case 1. Then P0(v) or P1(v) is obtained by concatenating P
with the alternating walk PBk,0(v) or PBk,1(v) of the right parity.
Notice that in both cases, the base requirement in Definition 1 guarantees the starting edge of
the alternating walk P1(v) and P0(v) alternates with the base edge η(B).
The main difference between blossoms in generalized matching problems and blossoms in or-
dinary matching problem is that P0 and P1 are both meaningful for finding augmenting walks or
blossoms. In ordinary matching, since each vertex has at most 1 matched edge incident to it, an
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alternating walk enters the blossom at the base vertex via a matched edge and must leave with
an unmatched edge. As a result the subwalk inside the blossom is always even. In generalized
matching problems, this subwalk can be either even or odd, and may contain a cycle. In general,
an alternating walk enters the blossom at the base edge and can leave the blossom at any nonbase
edge.
We also define the notion of maturity for blossoms, for both f -factor and f -edge cover. For
simplicity let us focus on f -factor first. By complementary slackness, we can only assign a positive
z(B, I) for the pair (B, I) if it satisfies the constraint |F ∩ (γ(B) ∪ I)| ≤ b(f(B) + |I|)/2c with
equality. This requirement can be captured in the following definition:
Definition 3 (Mature Blossom). A blossom is mature w.r.t an f -factor F if it satisfies the following:
1. Every vertex v ∈ B \ {β(B)} is saturated: degF (v) = f(v).
2. def(β(B)) = 0 or 1. If def(β(B)) = 1, B must be a light blossom and η(B) = ∅; If def(β(B)) =
0, η(B) 6= ∅.
This is motivated by two observations:
1. Complementary slackness: dual variables can be positive only if its primal constraint is sat-
isfied with equality, i.e. a blossom can have a positive z-value only if |F ∩ (γ(B) ∪ I(B))| =⌊
f(B)+I(B)
2
⌋
.
2. Topology of Augmenting Walks: Unsaturated heavy blossoms cannot start or end an augment-
ing walk since we cannot extend it to an augmenting walk in G that starts with an unmatched
edge.
Several remarks can be made here:
• A blossom that is not mature may contain an augmenting walk. Specifically, suppose B is light
and unsaturated. If any nonbase vertex v 6= β(B) in B is also unsaturated, the odd length
alternating walk from β(B) to v satisfies the definition of an augmenting walk. Moreover,
if β(B) has deficiency of 2 or more, the odd length alternating walk from β(B) to β(B) is
augmenting. For these reasons we never contract immature blossoms.
• The maturity of an f -factor blossom B will imply |F ∩ (γ(B) ∪ I)| =
⌊
f(B)+I
2
⌋
, for some set
I ⊆ δ(B). Similarly, a mature f -edge cover blossom B satisfies |F ∩ (γ(B) ∪ (δ(B) \ I))| =⌈
f(B)−I
2
⌉
for some I ⊆ δ(B).
• Augmentation never destroys maturity. In particular, it never creates an unsaturated heavy
blossom.
Maturity for f -edge cover blossoms can be defined similarly and has similar properties.
Definition 4 (Mature Blossom for f -edge cover). A blossom is mature w.r.t an f -edge cover F if
it satisfies the following:
1. Every vertex v ∈ B \ {β(B)} is saturated: degF (v) = f(v).
2. surp(β(B)) = 0 or 1. If surp(β(B)) = 1, B must be a heavy blossom and η(B) = ∅; If
surp(β(B)) = 0, η(B) 6= ∅.
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Figure 1: Two example of contractable blossoms: Bold edges are matched and thin ones are un-
matched. Blossoms are circled with border. Base edges are represented with arrow pointing away
from the blossom.
The algorithm keeps track of a laminar set Ω ⊂ 2V of mature blossoms and maintains a non-
negative z value for each B ∈ Ω with one subset of I(B) ⊆ δ(B) of its neighborhood, defined as
follows.
I(B) = δF (B)⊕ η(B),
where ⊕ is the symmetric difference operator (XOR). All other subsets I of δ(B) will have z(B, I) =
0. If B is a mature blossom, then we have |F ∩ (γ(B) ∪ I(B))| =
⌊
f(B)+|I(B)|
2
⌋
(or in f -edge cover:
|F ∩ (γ(B) ∪ (δ(B) \ I(B)))| =
⌈
f(B)−|I(B)|
2
⌉
).
2.3 Augmenting/Reducing Walk
Augmenting walks are the analogy for augmenting paths from ordinary matching. Complications
arise from the fact that an f -factor blossom cannot be treated identically to a single vertex after
it is contracted. For example, in Figure 2, the two edges (v0, v1) and (v4, v6) incident to blossom
{v1, v2, v4, v5, v3} are of the same type, both before and after augmenting along 〈v0, v1, v3, v5, v4, v6〉.
This can never happen in ordinary matching! Moreover, augmenting walks can begin and end at the
same vertex and can visit the same vertex multiple times. Hence a naive contraction of a blossom
into a single vertex loses key information about the internal structure of blossoms. Definition 5
characterizes when a walk in the contracted graph can be extended to an augmenting walk.
Definition 5. Let Ĝ be the graph obtained from G by contracting a laminar set Ω of blossoms. Let
P̂ = 〈B0, e0, B1, e1, ... Bl−1, el−1, Bl〉 be a walk in Ĝ. Here {ei} are edges and {Bi} are blossoms or
singletons, with ei ∈ Bi × Bi+1 for all 0 ≤ i < l. We say P̂ is an augmenting walk with respect to
the f -factor F if the following requirements are satisfied:
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Figure 2: An example for how a blossom changes with an augmentation: here the augmenting walk
is 〈v0, v1, v3, v5, v4, v6〉. Notice after rematching, the base edge of the blossom changes from (v0, v1)
to (v4, u6), and the blossom turns from a heavy blossom to a light one.
1. Terminal Vertices Requirement: The terminals B0 and Bl must be unsaturated singletons
or unsaturated light blossoms. If P is a closed walk (B0 = Bl), B0 must be a singleton and
def(β(B0)) ≥ 2. Otherwise B0 and Bl can be either singletons or blossoms and their deficiency
must be positive.
2. Terminal Edges Requirement: If the terminal vertex B0 (Bl) is a singleton, the incident termi-
nal edges e0 (el−1) must be unmatched. Otherwise they can be either matched or unmatched.
3. Alternation Requirement: Let Bi, 0 < i < l, be an internal singleton or blossom. If Bi is a
singleton, the exactly one of ei−1 and ei is matched. If Bi is a nontrivial blossom, η(Bi) 6= ∅
and must be one of {ei−1} or {ei}.
A natural consequence of the above definition is that an augmenting walk in Ĝ can be extended
to an augmenting walk in G. This is proved exactly as in Lemma 2. Rematching F along an
augmenting walk P means updating F to the symmetric difference F ⊕ P . This will decrease the
total deficiency by 2. Moreover, after rematching along P , every blossom B ∈ Ω still satisfies the
definition for blossoms (with different base vertices and edges).
In f -edge cover, the corresponding notion is called reducing walk. The definition of reducing
walk can be naturally obtained from Definition 5 while replacing “unsaturated”, “deficiency” and
“light” with “oversaturated”, “surplus” and “heavy”. It is also worth pointing out that if an f -factor
F and an f ′-edge cover F ′ are complement to each other, i.e. F ′ = E \F and f(v)+f ′(v) = deg(v),
and they have the same blossom set Ω, then an augmenting walk P̂ for F is also a reducing walk
for F ′.
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2.4 Complementary Slackness
To characterize an (approximately) optimal solution, we maintain dual functions: y : V 7→ R≥0 and
z : 2V 7→ R≥0. Here z(B) is short for z(B, I(B)). We do not explicitly maintain the edge dual
u : E 7→ R≥0 since its maximizing value can be explicitly given by u(e) = max{w(e) − yz(e), 0}.
For f -factor F , the following property characterizes an approximate maximum weight f -factor:
Property 1 (Approximate Complementary Slackness for f -factor). Let δ1, δ2 ≥ 0 be nonnegative
parameters. We say an f -factor F , duals y, z, and the set of blossoms Ω satisfies (δ1, δ2)-approximate
complementary slackness if the following hold:
1. Approximate Domination. For each unmatched edge e ∈ E \ F , yz(e) ≥ w(e)− δ1.
2. Approximate Tightness. For each matched edge e ∈ F , yz(e) ≤ w(e) + δ2.
3. Blossom Maturity. For each blossom B ∈ Ω, |F ∩ (γ(B) ∪ I(B))| =
⌊
f(B)+|I(B)|
2
⌋
.
4. Unsaturated Vertices’ Duals. For each unsaturated vertex v, y(v) = 0.
The following lemma states Property 1 characterizes an approximately optimal solution.
Lemma 6. Let F be an f -factor in G along with duals y, z and let F ∗ be the maximum weight
f -factor. If F,Ω, y, z satisfy Property 1 with parameters δ1 and δ2, we have
w(F ) ≥ w(F ∗)− δ1|F ∗| − δ2|F |.
Proof. We first define u : E 7→ R as
u(e) =
{
w(e)− yz(e) + δ2, if e ∈ F .
0, otherwise.
From Approximate Tightness, we have u(e) ≥ 0 for all e ∈ E. Moreover, yz(e) + u(e) ≥ w(e)− δ1
for all e ∈ E and yz(e) + u(e) = w(e) + δ2 for all e ∈ F . This gives the following:
w(F ) =
∑
e∈F
w(e) =
∑
e∈F
(yz(e) + u(e)− δ2)
=
∑
v∈V
degF (v)y(v) +
∑
B∈Ω
|F ∩ (γ(B) ∪ I(B))|z(B) +
∑
e∈F
u(e)− |F |δ2
By Property 1 (Unsaturated Vertices’ Duals, Blossom Maturity, and the definition of u), this is
equal to
=
∑
v∈V
f(v)y(v) +
∑
B∈Ω
⌊
f(B) + |I(B)|
2
⌋
z(B) +
∑
e∈E
u(e)− |F |δ2
≥
∑
v∈V
degF ∗(v)y(v) +
∑
B∈Ω
|F ∗ ∩ (γ(B) ∪ I(B))|z(B) +
∑
e∈F ∗
u(e)− |F |δ2
=
∑
e∈F ∗
(yz(e) + u(e))− |F |δ2
≥
∑
e∈F ∗
(w(e)− δ1)− |F |δ2 = w(F ∗)− |F ∗|δ1 − |F |δ2.
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3 Connection Between f-Factors and f-Edge Covers
The classical approach for solving fC-edge cover problem is reducing it to fF -factor. Specifically,
looking for a minimum weight fC-edge cover C can be seen as choosing edges that are not in C,
which is a maximum weight fF -factor where fF (u) = deg(u)− fC(u).
The main drawback of this reduction is that it yields inefficient algorithms. For example,
Gabow’s algorithms [11] for solving maximum weight fF -factor scales linearly with fF (V ), which
makes it undesirable when fC is small. Even for fC(V ) = O(n), Gabow’s algorithm runs in
O(m2 +mn log n) time. Moreover, this reduction is not approximation-preserving. In other words,
the complement of an arbitrary (1 − )-approximate maximum weight fF -factor is not guaranteed
to be a (1 + )-approximate fC-edge cover.
In this section we establish two results: First we prove that a folklore reduction from 1-edge cover
to matching is approximation preserving. This allows us to use an efficient approximate matching
algorithm to solve the weighted 1-edge cover problem. Then we establish the connection between
approximate fF -factor and approximate fC-edge cover using approximate complementary slackness
from the previous section. This will give a (1 + )-approximate minimum weight fC-edge cover
algorithm from our (1− ) approximate maximum weight fF -factor algorithm.
3.1 Approximate Preserving Reduction from 1-Edge Cover to 1-Factors
The edge cover problem is a special case of f -edge cover where f is 1 everywhere. The minimum
weight edge cover problem is reducible to maximum weight matching, simply reweighting edges [21].
Let e(v) be any edge with minimum weight in δ(v) and let µ(v) = w(e(v)). Define a new weight
function w′ as follows
w′(u, v) = µ(u) + µ(v)− w(u, v).
Schrijver [21, §27] showed the following theorem:
Theorem 7. Let M∗ be a maximum weight matching with respect to weight function w′, and C =
M∗∪{e(v) : v ∈ V \V (M)}. Then C is a minimum weight edge cover with respect to weight function
w.
We show this reduction is also approximation preserving.
Theorem 8. Let M ′ be a (1− )-maximum weight matching with respect to weight function w′, and
C ′ = M ′ ∪ {e(v) : v ∈ V \ V (M ′)}. Then C ′ is a (1 + )-minimum weight edge cover with respect to
weight function w.
Proof. Let C∗ andM∗ be the optimal edge cover and matching defined previously. By construction,
we have
w(C ′) = w(M ′) + µ(V \ V (M ′)) = µ(V (M ′))− w′(M ′) + µ(V \ V (M ′)) = µ(V )− w′(M ′)
Similarly, we have w(C∗) = µ(V )− w′(M∗). Then
w(C ′) = µ(V )− w′(M) ≤ µ(V )− (1− )w′(M∗) = w(C∗) + w′(M∗) ≤ (1 + )w(C∗).
The last inequality holds because we have w′(u, v) = µ(u) + µ(v)− w(u, v) ≤ w(u, v).
The reduction does not naturally extend to f -edge cover. In the next section we will show how
to obtain a (1 + )-approximate f -edge cover algorithm from a (1− )-approximate f -factor within
the primal-dual framework.
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3.2 From f-factor to f-edge cover
We show that a primal-dual algorithm computing a (1−)-approximate f -factor can used to compute
an (1 + )-approximate f -edge cover. We start by giving the approximate complementary slackness
for f -edge cover. Similar to f -factor, the property characterizes a good approximate f -edge cover.
Property 2 (Approximate Complementary Slackness for f -edge cover). Let δ1, δ2 ≥ 0 be positive
parameters. We say an f -edge cover C, with duals y, z and blossom family Ω satisfies the (δ1, δ2)-
approximate complementary slackness if the following requirements holds:
1. Approximate Domination. For each unmatched edge e ∈ E \ C, yzC(e) ≤ w(e) + δ1.
2. Approximate Tightness. For each matched edge e ∈ C, yzC(e) ≥ w(e)− δ2.
3. Blossom Maturity. For each blossom B ∈ Ω, |C ∩ (γ(B) ∪ (δ(B) \ IC(B)))| =
⌈
f(B)−|IC(B)|
2
⌉
.
4. Oversaturated Vertices’ Duals. For each oversaturated vertex v, y(v) = 0.
Recall that we are using the aggregated duals yzC for f -edge cover:
yzC(u, v) = y(u) + y(v) +
∑
B:(u,v)∈γ(B)∪(δ(B)\IC(B))
z(B)
The proof for the following Lemma 9 is identical to Lemma 6.
Lemma 9. Let C be an f -edge cover with duals y, z,Ω satisfying Property 2 with parameters δ1
and δ2, and let C∗ be the minimum weight f -edge cover. We have w(C) ≤ w(C∗) + δ1|C∗|+ δ2|C|.
Suppose we have an f ′-factor F with blossoms Ω and duals y, z satisfying Property 1 and let C
be an f -edge cover that is F ’s complement. The key observation is that the same blossom set Ω
and duals y, z can be used to show Property 2 for C. Specifically, we have the following lemma,
Lemma 10. If the duals y, z,Ω and an f ′-factor F satisfy Property 1 with parameters δ′1, δ′2, then
the same duals y, z,Ω and the complementary f -edge cover C = E \ F satisfies Property 2 with
parameter δ1 = δ′2 and δ2 = δ′1.
Proof. It is trivial to see Property 2(4) (Oversaturated Vertices’ Duals) and Property 1(4) (Unsat-
urated Vertices’ Duals) are equivalent to each other.
To show Property 2(1,2) is equivalent to Property 1(2,1), it suffices to show that the function
yzF for f ′-factor F agrees with the function yzC for its f -edge cover complement C. Recall that
yzC(u, v) = y(u) + y(v) +
∑
B:(u,v)∈γ(B)∪(δ(B)\IC(B))
z(B)
yzF (u, v) = y(u) + y(v) +
∑
B:(u,v)∈γ(B)∪IF (B)
z(B)
Here IC and IF refer to the I-sets of a blossom with respect to the f -edge cover C and the
f ′-factor F . It suffices to show that IF (B) = δ(B) \ IC(B):
IF (B) = η(B)⊕ δF (B) = η(B)⊕ (δ(B)⊕ δC(B))
= δ(B)⊕ (η(B)⊕ δC(B)) = δ(B) \ IC(B)
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Figure 3: Illustration on relation between I-set of an f -factor and the I-set of its complementary
f ′-edge cover. Here figures on the left demonstrate an f -factor and its complementary f ′-cover is
on the right. Their I-sets are circled (dashed).
Therefore, in yzF (e) and yzC(e), z-values are summed up over the same set of blossoms in Ω. In
other words, yzF (e) = yzC(e) for each e ∈ E and the claim follows
For Blossom Maturity in Property 1 and Property 2, we argue that one equality implies the other.
Suppose η(B) ⊂ F . We have IC(B) = δC(B) \ η(B). Therefore the edge set C ∩ (γ(B) ∪ (δ(B) \
IC(B))) contains edges with both endpoints inside B plus the edge η(B), while f(B) − |IC(B)| =
f(B)− degC(B) + 1 is a lower bound on how many endpoints this set of edges can have inside B.
Equality |C ∩ (γ(B) ∪ (δ(B) \ IC(B)))| =
⌈
f(B)−|IC(B)|
2
⌉
implies f(v) = degC(v) for every v ∈ B.
This further implies that f ′-factor F also saturates every vertex v ∈ B w.r.t. f ′. Therefore, equality
in Property 1(3) holds. If η(B) 6⊂ C, then IC(B) = δC(B), the edge set C ∩ (γ(B)∪ (δ(B)\ IC(B)))
contains edges with both endpoints inside B only. Similarly, f(B)− |IC(B)| = f(B)− degC(B) is
a lower bound on the total number of their endpoints. Equality |C ∩ (γ(B) ∪ (δ(B) \ IC(B)))| =⌈
f(B)−|IC(B)|
2
⌉
again implies every vertex in B is saturated so Property 1(3) is satisfied. Notice
that the same arugment also applies to the case when η(B) = ∅. This completes the proof that
Property 2(3) implies Property 1(3). The other direction is symmetric.
4 Approximation Algorithms for f-Factor and f-Edge Cover
In this section, we prove the main result by giving an approximation algorithm for computing
(1 − )-approximate maximum weight f -factor. The crux of the result is an implementation of
Edmonds’ search with relaxed complementary slackness as the eligibility criterion. The notion
of approximate complementary slackness was introduced by Gabow and Tarjan for both bipartite
matching [14] and general matching [15]. Gabow gave an implementation of Edmonds’ search with
exact complementary slackness for f -factor problem [11], which finds augmenting walks one at a
time. The main contribution of this section is to adapt [11] to approximate complementary slackness
to facilitate finding augmenting walks in batches.
To illustrate how this works, we will first give an approximation algorithm for f -factor in graph
with small edge weights. Let w(·) be a positive weight function w : E 7→ {1, ... ,W}. The algorithm
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computes a (1 − )-approximate maximum weight f -factor in O(mW−1) time, independent of f .
We also show how to use scaling techniques to transform this algorithm to run in O(m−1 log −1)
time, independent of W .
4.1 Approximation for small weights
The main procedure in our O(mW−1) time algorithm is called Edmonds’ search. In one iteration,
Edmonds’ search finds a set of augmenting walks using eligible edges, creates and dissolve blossoms,
and performs Dual Adjustment on y and z while maintaining the following Invariant:
Invariant 1 (Approximate Complementary Slackness). Let δ > 0 be some parameter such that w(e)
is a multiple of δ, for all e ∈ E:
1. Granularity. y-values are multiples of δ/2 and z-values are multiples of δ.
2. Approximate Domination. For each unmatched edge and each blossom edge e ∈ (E \ F ) ∪
(
⋃
B∈ΩEB), yz(e) ≥ w(e)− δ.
3. Tightness. For each matched and each blossom edge e ∈ F ∪ (⋃B∈ΩEB), yz(e) ≤ w(e).
4. Blossom Maturity. For each blossom B ∈ Ω, |F ∩ (γ(B) ∪ I(B))| =
⌊
f(B)+|I(B)|
2
⌋
.
5. Unsaturated Vertices. All unsaturated vertices have the same y-value; their y-values are strictly
less than the y-values of other vertices.
Notice that here we relax Property 1(4) to allow unsaturated vertices to have positive y-values.
The purpose of Edmonds’ search is to decrease the y-values for all unsaturated vertices while main-
taining Invariant 1. Following [15, 5, 6], we define the following eligibility criterion:
Criterion 1. An edge (u, v) is eligible if it satisfies one of the following:
1. e ∈ EB for some B ∈ Ω.
2. e 6∈ F and yz(e) = w(e)− δ.
3. e ∈ F and yz(e) = w(e).
A key property of this definition is that it is asymmetric for matched and unmatched edges. As
a result, if we augment along an eligible augmenting walk P , all edges in P , except for those in
contracted blossoms, will become ineligible.
Let Gelig be the graph obtained from G by discarding all ineligible edges, and let Ĝelig = Gelig/Ω
be obtained from Gelig by contracting all blossoms in Ω. For initialization, we set F = ∅, y = W/2,
z = 0, Ω = ∅. Edmonds’ search repeatedly executes the following Augmentation and Blossom
Formation, Dual Adjustment, and Blossom Dissolution steps until all unsaturated vertices have 0
y-values. See Figure 4.
Let us define what we mean by reachable vertices in Steps 1–3 of the algorithm, as well as
inner/outer labelling of blossoms and singletons. We start by defining the notion of alternation
that follows from Definition 5 of an augmenting walk. We say two edges e, e′ incident to a blos-
som/singleton B alternate if either B is a singleton and e and e′ are of different types, or B is a
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1. Augmentation and Blossom Formation. Find a maximal set Ψ̂ of augmenting path with
a maximal set of reachable mature blossom Ω′ in Ĝelig; Ψ be the preimage of Ψ̂ in Gelig.
Update F ← F ⊕ ⋃P∈Ψ P and Ω ← Ω ∪ Ω′. After this step, the new Ĝelig contains no
augmenting walk as well as no reachable blossoms4.
2. Dual Adjustment. Let Ŝ be the set of vertices from Ĝelig reachable from an unsaturated
vertex via an eligible alternating walk. We classify vertices in Ŝ into V̂in, the set of inner
vertices and V̂out, the set of outer vertices5. Let Vin and Vout be the set of original vertices
in V represented by V̂in and V̂out. Adjust the y and z values as follows:
y(v)← y(v)− δ/2, if v ∈ Vout
y(v)← y(v) + δ/2, if v ∈ Vin
z(B)← z(B) + δ, if B is a root blossom in V̂out
z(B)← z(B)− δ, if B is a root blossom in V̂in
3. Blossom Dissolution. After Dual Adjustment some root blossoms in Ω might have 0 z-
value. Remove them from Ω until none exists. Update Ω and Gelig. Notice that root
blossoms with 0 z-value can be generated because some root blossoms have their z-value
decremented in Dual Adjustment step, or root blossoms formed in Augmentation step
become unreachable after augmentation and thus do not get their z-value incremented.
Figure 4: A (1− )-approximate f -factor algorithm for small integer weights.
nontrivial blossom, and |η(B) ∩ {e, e′}| = 1. An alternating path P in the contracted graph is one
where every two consecutive edges alternates.
The search forest Ŝ consists of blossoms and singletons that are reachable from some unsaturated
blossom/singleton, via an eligible alternating path in Ĝelig. Furthermore, we require that the
preimage of those paths in Gelig start with an unsaturated vertex and an unmatched edge. It
follows that the roots of Ŝ can only be unsaturated singletons or unsaturated light blossoms. We
label the root vertices outer. If v is a nonroot vertex in the search forest let τ(v) be the edge in Ŝ
pointing to the parent of v. The inner/outer status of vertices is defined as follows:
Definition 11. A vertex v is outer if one of the following is satisfied:
1. v is the root of a search tree.
5We observe that since augmenting along an eligible augmenting walk does not make any ineligible edges eligible,
any blossoms that is reachable after augmentation must also be reachable before it. Hence we do not have to further
contract any blossom after the augmentation.
5In actual implementation we can reuse the inner/outer label from the previous Augmentation and Blossom
Formation step for dual adjustment. The reason is that augmenting along an eligible augmenting path will not create
any eligible edges, and will not make any unreachable vertex reachable. Moreover, the depth first nature of the search
tree guarantees that vertices on the augmenting path, if remains reachable, will still inherit its inner/outer label
before augmentation.
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2. v is a singleton and τ(v) ∈ F .
3. v is a nontrivial blossom and τ(v) = η(v).
Otherwise, one the the following holds and v is classified as inner:
1. v is a singleton and τ(v) ∈ E\F .
2. v is a nontrivial blossom and τ(v) 6= η(v).
An individual search tree in Ŝ, call it T̂ , can be grown by repeatedly attaching a child v to
its parent u using an edge (u, v) that is eligible for u in Ŝ. Let Bu denote the root blossom in Ω
containing u. We say an edge (u, v) ∈ E is eligible for u if it is eligible and one of the following is
satisfied:
1. u is an outer singleton and e 6∈ F .
2. Bu is an outer blossom and e 6= η(Bu).
3. u is an inner singleton and e ∈ F .
4. Bu is an inner blossom and e = η(Bu).
Hence, Ŝ consists of singletons and blossoms that are reachable from an unsaturated singleton
or light blossom, via an eligible alternating path whose preimage starts with an unsaturated vertex
and an unmatched edge. For simplicity, we call such blossoms and singletons reachable, and all
other singletons and blossoms unreachable. A vertex v from the original graph Gelig is reachable
(unreachable) if Bv is reachable (unreachable) in Ĝelig.
In our version of Edmonds’ Search, primal and dual variables are initialized in a way that Prop-
erty 1(1) (Approximate Domination) is always satisfied, and Property 1 (Approximate Tightness) is
vacuous (as the f -factor is initially empty) but Property 1(4) (Unsaturated Vertices) is not. For this
reason, there is a large gap between primal and dual objective at the beginning of the algorithm,
which can be evaluated by the following:
yz(V )− w(F ) =
∑
v∈V
f(v)y(v) +
∑
B∈Ω
⌊
f(B) + |I(B)|
2
⌋
z(B) +
∑
e∈E
u(e)−
∑
e∈F
w(e)
=
∑
v∈V
def(v)y(v).
The goal of the algorithm can be seen as bridging the gap between the primal objective and dual
objective while preserving all other complementary slackness properties. It can be achieve in two
ways. Augmentations enlarge the f -factor by augmenting F along some augmenting walk P . This
will reduce the total deficiency on the vertex set V . Dual Adjustments change the dual variables in
a way that decreases the y-value on unsaturated vertices while maintaining other complementary
slackness condition. In this algorithm, the progress of Edmonds’ Search is measured by the latter,
i.e., the overall reduction in y-values of unsaturated vertices.
The correctness of our algorithm reduces to showing that Augmentation and Blossom Formation,
Blossom Dissolution, and Dual Adjustment all preserve Invariant 1.
Lemma 12. Augmentation and Blossom Formation preserves Invariant 1.
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Figure 5: An example of an eligible alternating search tree. Outer blossoms and singletons are
labeled using solid boundaries while inner blossoms and singletons have dashed boundaries.
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Proof. We first show that the identity of I(B) is invariant under augmentation; in particular,
augmenting walks that intersect B do not affect I(B). As a result, the function yz(·) is invariant
under augmentation. We use I(B), η(B) and I ′(B), η′(B) to denote the I-set and base edge of B
before and after the augmentation. By Definition 5 (augmenting walks), if P intersects B, then
δP (B) = η(B) ∪ η′(B) = η(B)⊕ η′(B)
Let F and F ′ be the f -factor before and after augmentation. We have
δF ′(B) = δF (B)⊕ δP (B)
Combining both equations, we have
δF ′(B) = δF (B)⊕ (η(B)⊕ η′(B))
Hence
I ′(B) = δF ′(B)⊕ η′(B) = δF (B)⊕ η(B) = I(B).
By Invariant 1, any blossom edge e ∈ ⋃B∈ΩEB satisfies both Approximate Domination as well
as Tightness, so it continues to satisfy these Invariants after augmentation. For any eligible edge not
in EB for any B ∈ Ω, by Criterion 1, if e ∈ F , yz(e) = w(e)− δ, thus after augmentation its duals
satisfy Approximate Domination. If e is unmatched, yz(e) = w(e), so its duals satisfy Tightness
after augmentation.
Augmentation preserves maturity of blossoms. For any vertex v in a nonterminal blossom B,
degF (v) = deg
′
F (v) = f(v), so maturity is naturally preserved. If B is a terminal blossom, we have
degF (v) = f(v)−1 for v = β(B) and degF (v) = f(v) for all v 6= β(B). Moreover, after augmentation
B always has a base edge η(B) = δP (B). Therefore, B is also mature after augmentation.
All the newly formed blossom in this step must be mature and have 0 z-values, so the value of
the yz function is unchanged and all the invariants are preserved.
Lemma 13. Blossom Dissolution both preserve Invariant 1.
Proof. Discarding blossoms of 0 z-values preserves the value of the yz function and Hence preserves
the invariants.
The crux of the proof is to show that Dual Adjustment also preserves Invariant 1, in particular
Approximate Domination and Tightness. Before proving the correctness of Dual Adjustment, we
first prove the following parity lemma, which was first used in [15]; we generalize it to f -factor:
Lemma 14 (Parity). Let Ŝ be the search forest defined as above. Let S be the preimage of Ŝ in G.
The y-value of every vertex in S has the same parity, as a multiple of δ/2.
Proof. The claim clearly holds after initialization as all vertices have the same y-values. Because
every eligible edge (u, v) ∈ Ŝ that straddles two singletons or blossoms must have yz(u, v) =
y(u) + y(v) +
∑
B:(u,v)∈γ(B)∪I(B) z(B) being a multiple of δ, and z-values are always multiples of δ,
y(u) and y(v) will always share the same parity, as multiple of δ/2. Therefore it suffices to show
that every vertex in a blossom B ∈ Ω has the same parity.
To prove this, we only need to show that Blossom Formation step only groups vertices with same
parity together. This is because new blossoms B are formed with when edges in CB are eligible
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because of Criterion 1(2,3), this means their endpoints share the same parity. Hence by induction,
all vertices in B also share the same parity. The Dual Adjustment step also preserves this property
as vertices in a blossom will have the same inner/outer classification and thus have their y-values
all incremented or decremented by δ/2.
Lemma 15. Dual Adjustment preserves Invariant 1.
Proof. We focus on (2)(Approximate Domination) and (3)(Tightness). Other invariants are not
affected by Dual Adjustment.
There are much more cases to consider in f -factor compared to ordinary matching. Different
cases can be generated for an edge (u, v) by considering (1) the inner/outer classification of both
endpoints, (2) whether (u, v) is matched, (3) whether (u, v) is the base edge for its respective
endpoints, if they are in blossoms, and (5) whether (u, v) is eligible. In the following analysis, we
narrow down the number of meaningful cases to just 8.
We consider an edge e = (u, v). If u and v are both unreachable from any unsaturated vertex,
or both are in the same root blossom, yz(u, v) clearly remains unchanged after the dual adjustment.
Therefore we can assume Bu 6= Bv and at least one of them, say Bu, is reachable. Every reachable
endpoint will contribute a change of ±δ/2 to yz(u, v). This is the adjustment of y(u), plus the
adjustment of z(Bu) if e ∈ I(Bu). Let ∆e(u) be the net change of the quantity y(u)+
∑
e∈I(Bu) z(Bu).
We omit e and use ∆(u) when the edge e we are considering is clear. By how we perform Dual
Adjustment, we have the following scenarios:
1. ∆(u) = +δ/2: This occurs if u is an inner singleton, or Bu is an outer blossom with e ∈ I(Bu),
or an inner blossom with e 6∈ I(Bu).
2. ∆(u) = −δ/2: This occurs if u is an outer singleton, or Bu is an inner blossom with e ∈ I(Bu),
or an outer blossom with e 6∈ I(Bu).
Then we consider the effect of a Dual Adjustment on edge e = (u, v). First we consider the case
when exactly one of Bu and Bv, say Bu, is in Ŝ. In this case only u will introduce a change on
yz(u, v):
Case 1: u is an inner singleton: Here ∆(u) = +δ/2. In this case Approximate Domination is
preserved, so we only need to worry about approximate tightness and hence assume e ∈ F . Since
Bv is not in Ŝ, e cannot be eligible, or Bv would have been included in Ŝ as a child of Bu. Hence
yz(e) < w(e). By Granularity, yz(e) ≤ w(e)− δ/2. Therefore we have yz(e) ≤ w(e) after the Dual
Adjustment.
Case 2: u is an outer singleton: Here ∆(u) = −δ/2. In this case Tightness is preserved and
we only need to worry about approximate dominination when e 6∈ F . Similar to Case 1, e must be
ineligible and yz(e) ≥ w(e)− δ/2. After Dual Adjustment we have yz(e) ≥ w(e)− δ.
Case 3: Bu is an inner blossom: We divide the cases according to whether e is matched or not.
Subcase 3.1: e ∈ F . If e 6∈ η(Bu), then e ∈ I(Bu) and ∆(u) = −δ/2. In this case Tightness
is preserved. If e ∈ η(Bu), then e 6∈ I(Bu) and ∆(u) = +δ/2. But e cannot be eligible since
otherwise Bv must be in the search tree, so we have yz(e) ≤ w(e) − δ/2 and yz(e) ≤ w(e) after
Dual Adjustment.
Subcase 3.2: e 6∈ F . This is basically symmetric to Subcase 3.1. If e ∈ η(Bu), then e ∈ I(Bu)
and ∆(u) = −δ/2. But e cannot be eligible therefore yz(e) ≥ w(e)−δ/2, and yz(e) ≥ w(e)−δ after
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Dual Adjustment. If e 6∈ η(Bu), then e 6∈ I(Bu) and ∆(u) = +δ/2, so approximate Domination is
preserved.
Case 4: Bu is an outer blossom:
Subcase 4.1: e ∈ F . If e ∈ η(Bu), then Bv must be the parent of Bu in the search tree,
contradicting the fact that Bv 6∈ Ŝ. Thus e 6∈ η(Bu), so e ∈ I(Bu) and ∆(u) = +δ/2. Since
Bv is not reachable, e cannot be eligible, so yz(u, v) ≤ w(e) − δ/2 before Dual Adjustment and
yz(u, v) ≤ w(e) afterward.
Subcase 4.2: e 6∈ F . Similarly, e 6∈ η(Bu), so e 6∈ I(Bu) and ∆(u) = −δ/2. Similarly Bv is not
reachable so e cannot be eligible. Therefore we have yz(u, v) ≥ w(e)− δ/2 and yz(u, v) ≥ w(e)− δ
after Dual Adjustment.
This completes the case when exactly one of e’s endpoints is reachable. The following part will
complete the argument for when both endpoints are reachable. We argue that three scenarios can
happen: either ∆(u) and ∆(v) are of opposite signs and cancel each other out, or ∆(u) and ∆(v)
are of the same sign and the sign aligns with the property we wish to keep, or if both cases does
not hold, we use Lemma 14(Parity) to argue that there is enough room for Dual Adjustment not to
violate Approximate Domination or Tightness.
We first examine tree edges in Ŝ. In this case we assume Bu is the parent of Bv and e is the
parent edge of Bv. Hence e must be eligible for Bu. We argue by the sign of ∆(u).
Case 5: ∆(u) = +δ/2:
There are three cases here: u is an inner singleton, Bu is an outer blossom with e ∈ I(Bu), or
Bu is an inner blossom with e 6∈ I(Bu). We first observe that in all three cases, e ∈ F . This is
straightforward when u is an inner singleton. If Bu is an outer blossom with e ∈ I(Bu), we know
that since Bu is outer, e 6∈ η(Bu), so therefore e ∈ F . If Bu is an inner singleton with e 6∈ I(Bu),
since Bu is inner, e ∈ η(Bu), so combined with the fact that e 6∈ I(Bu) we have e ∈ F .
Notice that since Bu is the parent of Bv, and e ∈ F , v can be an outer singleton, or Bv is
an outer blossom with e ∈ η(Bv), or Bv is an inner blossom with e 6∈ η(Bv). In the second case
e 6∈ I(Bv) and in the third case e ∈ I(Bv). In all three cases we have ∆(v) = −δ/2, and yz(e)
remains unchanged.
Case 6: ∆(u) = −δ/2: Case 6 is symmetric to Case 5. Bu can either be an outer singleton,
an inner blossom with e ∈ I(Bu) or an outer blossom with e 6∈ I(Bu). In all cases, the fact that e
must be eligible for Bu implies e 6∈ F , and Bv can only be an inner singleton, an outer blossom with
e ∈ I(Bu) or an inner blossom with e 6∈ I(Bv). Hence we have ∆(v) = +δ/2 so yz(e) still remains
constant.
Now suppose Bu and Bv are both in Ŝ but (u, v) is not a tree edge. We still break the cases
according to the sign of ∆(u) and ∆(v). Here we only need to consider when ∆(u) = ∆(v), since
otherwise they cancel each other and yz(e) remains constant.
Case 7: ∆(u) = ∆(v) = δ/2. In this case yz(e) is incremented by δ. Therefore we only need to
worry about Tightness when e ∈ F . Notice that Bu can only be an inner singleton, an outer blossom
with e ∈ I(Bu) or an inner blossom with e 6∈ I(Bu). When Bu is an outer blossom, e 6∈ η(Bu).
When Bu is an inner blossom, since e ∈ F and e 6∈ I(Bu), e ∈ η(Bu). The same holds for the other
endpoint Bv.
It is easy to verify that in all cases, e is eligible for Bu (or Bv) if and only if e is eligible.
But notice that after Augmentation and Blossom Formation steps, there is no augmenting walk or
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reachable blossom in Ĝelig, i.e., there cannot be an edge (u, v) that is eligible for both endpoints
Bu and Bv since otherwise you can find an augmenting walk or a new reachable blossom. Thus
e is ineligible and yz(e) < w(e). But by Invariant 1 (1) (Granularity) and Lemma 14 (Parity),
both w(e) and yz(e) must be multiples of δ. Therefore we have yz(e) ≤ w(e) − δ. This implies
yz(e) ≤ w(e) after Dual Adjustment.
Case 8: ∆(u) = ∆(v) = −δ/2. Here yz(e) is decremented by δ. Similar to the case above, we
can assume e 6∈ F and only focus on Approximate Domination. Bu can be an outer singleton, inner
blossom with e ∈ I(Bu), or outer blossom with e 6∈ I(Bu). Since e 6∈ F , e ∈ I(Bu) if and only if
e ∈ η(Bu). Therefore if e is eligible, e must be eligible for both Bu and Bv. But similar to Case 7, e
being eligible for both endpoints will lead to the discovery of additional blossom or augmenting walk
in Gelig, which is impossible after Augmentation and Blossom Formation. Therefore we conclude in
this case e is ineligible and yz(e) > w(e) − δ. By Lemma 14(Parity), we have yz(e) ≥ w(e) before
Dual Adjustment, so Approximate Domination still holds after Dual Adjustment.
Theorem 16. A (1− )-approximate f -factor can be computed in O(Wm−1) time.
Proof. By setting δ = 1/
⌈
−1
⌉ ≤ , y-values of unsaturated vertices takes (W/2)/(δ/2) = O(W−1)
iterations to reach 0 and thus satisfying Property 1 with δ1 = δ, δ2 = 0. By invoking Lemma 6, with
F ∗ being the optimum f -factor, we have
w(F ) ≥ w(F ∗)− |F ∗|δ ≥ w(F ∗)− w(F ∗)δ ≥ (1− )w(F ∗).
For the running time, each iteration of Augmentation, Blossom Formation, Dual Adjustment
and Blossom Dissolution can be implemented in linear time. We defer the detail implementation to
Section 5. There are a total of W/δ = O(W−1) iterations, so the running time is O(Wm−1).
As a result of Lemma 10 and Lemma 9, we also obtain the following result:
Corollary 17. A (1 + )-approximate f -edge cover can be computed in O(Wm−1) time.
4.2 A Scaling Algorithm for General Weight
In this section, we can modify the O(Wm−1) weighted f -factor algorithm to work on graphs with
general weights. The modification is based on the scaling framework in [5]. The idea is to divide
the algorithm into into L = logW + 1 scales that execute Edmonds’ search with exponentially
diminishing δ. The goal of each scale is to use O(−1) Edmonds’ searches to halve the y-value of
all unsaturated vertices while maintaining a more relaxed version of approximate complementary
slackness. By manipulating the weight function, Approximate Domination, which is weak at the
beginning, is strengthened over scales, while Approximate Tightness is weakened in exchange. As-
sume without loss of generality that W and  are powers of two. We define δi, 0 ≤ i < L be the
error parameter for each scale, where δ0 = W and δi = δi−1/2 for 0 < i < L. Each scale works with
a new weight function wi which is the old weight function rounded down to the nearest multiple of
δi, i.e, wi(e) = δi bw(e)/δic. In the last scale WL = w. We maintain a scaled version of Invariant 1
at each scale:
Invariant 2 (Scaled approximate complementary slackness with positive unsaturated vertices). At
scale i = 0, 1, ... , L = logW , we maintain the f -factor F , blossoms Ω and duals y, z to satisfy the
following invariant:
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1. Granularity. All y-values are multiple of δi/2, and z-values are multiple of δi.
2. Approximate Domination. For each e 6∈ F or e ∈ EB for any B ∈ Ω, yz(e) ≥ wi(e)− δi.
3. Approximate Tightness. For each e ∈ F or e ∈ EB for any B ∈ Ω, let j be the index of the
earliest scale that e became matched (e can be unmatched and rematched afterwards). We have
yz(e) ≤ wi(e) + 2δj − 2δi.
4. Mature Blossoms. For each blossom B ∈ Ω, |F ∩ (γ(B) ∪ I(B))| =
⌊
f(B)+I(B)
2
⌋
.
5. Unsaturated Vertices’ Duals. The y-values of all free vertices are the same and will always be
smaller or equal to the y-values of other vertices.
Based on Invariant 2, Edmonds’ search will use the following Eligibility criterion:
Criterion 2. At scale i, an edge e ∈ E is eligible if one of the following holds
1. e ∈ EB for some B ∈ Ω.
2. e 6∈ F and yz(e) = wi(e)− δi.
3. e ∈ F and yz(e)− wi(e) is a nonnegative multiple of δi.
Before the start of scale 0, the algorithm initializes F,Ω, y, z similar to the algorithm for small
edge weights: y(u) ← W/2, Ω ← ∅, F ← ∅. At scale i, the duals of unsaturated vertices start at
W/2i+1. We execute (W/2i+2)/(δi/2) = O(−1) iterations of Edmonds’ search with parameter δi
and Criterion 2. The scale terminates when the y-values of unsaturated vertices are decreased to
W/2i+2, or in the last iteration, terminates as they reach 0.
Notice that although the invariant and the eligibility criterion are changed, the fact that Ed-
monds’ search preserves the complementary slackness invariant, in particular that Dual Adjustment
preserves approximate domination and approximate tightness still holds here. By the proof of
Lemma 15, as long as the definition of eligibility guarantees the following parity property:
Lemma 18. At any point of scale i, let S be the set of vertices in Gelig reachable from an unsaturated
vertices using eligible edges. The y-value of any vertex v ∈ V with Bv ∈ S has the same parity as
multiple of δi/2.
Dual adjustment never changes the yz-values of edges inside any blossom B ∈ Ω, while it will
have the following effect on edge e if its endpoints are lying in different blossoms:
1. If e 6∈ F and is ineligible, yz(e) might decrease but will never exceed the threshold for eligibility,
i.e, it will not drop below wi(e)− δi.
2. If e 6∈ F and is eligible, yz(e) will never decrease.
3. If e ∈ F and is ineligible, yz(e) might increase but will never exceed the threshold for eligibility,
i.e, it will not raise above wi(e) + 2δj − 2δi.
4. If e ∈ F and is eligible, yz(e) will never increase.
In order words, Dual Adjustment will not destroy Approximate Domination and Approximate Tight-
ness. Therefore Edmonds’ search within scale i will preserve Invariant 2.
We also need to manipulate the duals between different scales to ensure Invariant 2. Formally,
after completion of scale i, we increment all the y-values by δi+1. This will ensure both approximate
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domination and approximate tightness holds at scale i + 1: wi+1(e) ≤ wi(e) + δi+1, so increasing
y-values by δi+1 ensures Approximate Domination. For Approximate Tightness, we have yz(e) −
wi+1(e) ≤ 2δj − 2δi + 2δi+1 = 2δj − 2δi+1, since δi+1 = δi/2.
The algorithm terminates when the y-values of all unsaturated vertices reach 0. It terminates
with an f -factor F and its corresponding duals y, z and Ω satisfying the following property:
Property 3 (Final Complementary Slackness).
1. Approximate Domination. For all e 6∈ F or e ∈ EB for any B ∈ Ω, yz(e) ≥ w(e)− δL.
2. Approximate Tightness. For all e ∈ F or e ∈ EB for any B ∈ Ω, let j be the index of the
earliest scale that e becomes matched (e can be unmatched and rematched afterwards). We
have yz(e) ≤ w(e) + 2δj.
3. Blossoms Maturity. For all blossoms B ∈ Ω, |F ∩ (γ(B) ∪ I(B))| =
⌊
f(V )+I(B)
2
⌋
).
4. Unsaturated Vertices Duals. The y-values of all free vertices are 0.
This implies domination and tightness are satisfied within some factor 1±O(). For Approximate
Domination this is easy to see since w(e) ≥ 1 and δL = , thus yz(e) ≥ (1 − )w(e) if e 6∈ F . For
Approximate Tightness, we can lower bound the weight of e if e first enters F at scale j. Throughout
scale j, the y-values are at least W/2j+2, so w(e) ≥ wj(e) ≥ 2(W/2j+2) − δj . Since δj = W/2j ,
yz(e) ≤ w(e) + 2δj ≤ (1 +O())w(e) when e ∈ F .
With a similar proof to Lemma 6, we can show this characterizes an (1 − O())-approximate
minimum weight f -factor.
The running time of the algorithm is O(m−1 logW ) because there is a total of logW +1 scales,
and each scale consists of O(−1) iterations of Edmonds’ search that can be implemented in linear
time.
Theorem 19. A (1− )-approximate maximum weight f -factor can be computed in O(m−1 logW )
time.
Corollary 20. A (1+)-approximate minimum weight f -edge cover can be computed in O(m−1 logW )
time.
4.3 A Linear Time Algorithm
We also point out that by applying techniques in [5, §3.2], the algorithm can be modified to run
in time independent of W . The main idea is to force the algorithm to ignore an edge e for all
but O(log −1) scales. Let µi = W/2i be the maximum possible weight of an edge, matched or
unmatched, being eligible during scale i. Let scale(e) be the i such that w(e) ∈ [µi, µi−1). We
notice that we can ignore e in any scale j < scale(e). Moreover, we will also forcibly ignore e at
scale j > scale(e) + λ where λ = log −1 + O(1). Ignoring an otherwise eligible edge might cause
violation of approximate tightness and approximate domination. However, since the y-values of free
vertices are O(w(e)) at this point, this violation will only amount to O(w(e)).
To see this, notice that µi is also an upper bound to the amount of change to yz(e) caused
by all Dual Adjustment after scale i. Hence, after scale scale(e) + λ, the total amount of viola-
tion to approximate tightness and approximate domination on e can be bounded by µscale(e)+λ =
O()µscale(e) = O()w(e), which guarantees we still get an (1−O()) approximate solution.
Therefore, every edge takes part in at most log −1 + O(1) scales, with O(−1) cost per scale.
The total running time is O(m−1 log −1).
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Theorem 21. A (1−)-approximate maximum weight f -factor and a (1+)-approximate minimum
weight f -edge cover can be computed in O(m−1 log −1) time, independent of the weight function.
5 A Linear Time Augmenting Walk Algorithm
This section presents the linear time augmenting walk algorithm used in the Augmentation step of
Edmonds’ search. The goal here is to find a maximal set Ψ of edge disjoint augmenting walks in
the graph Gelig.
The main idea is to apply the modified depth first search of [15, §8], which finds a maximal set of
vertex disjoint augmenting walks for ordinary matching in linear time. There are several difficulties
in adapting algorithm in [15] for f -factor:
1. Instead of vertex disjoint, we are looking for a maximal set of edge disjoint augmenting walks,
which might lead to intersecting search trees.
2. The algorithm needs to be able to identify augmenting cycles, which are not present in the
standard matching problem.
3. The depth first search tree branches on both outer and inner singletons, as well as outer
blossoms.
The input is a contracted graph Ĝ = G/Ω with f -factor F . At any moment, we maintain a
search forest, which is an ordered set of depth first search trees Ŝ =
〈
T̂1, T̂2, ... , T̂k
〉
on a minor of
G . The minor is defined by a dynamic laminar set Ω′ of blossoms on Ĝ, where vertices on T̂i are
singletons or maximal blossoms of Ω′ ∪ Ω.6 For a vertex v in G, we use Bv to denote the largest
blossom in Ω ∪ Ω′ that contains v. We use Ti to refers to the set of vertices contained in blossoms
of T̂i.
Since search trees are rooted at unsaturated vertices, we can use Definition 11 to define in-
ner/outer vertices in the search forest. This also gives us the set of edges that are eligible for a
vertex in the search forest.
Similar to depth first search, T̂1, T̂2, ... , T̂k−1 are search trees from previously terminated searches.
Each T̂i can either be a successful search tree, which contains an augmenting walk Pi, or an exhausted
search tree, which is a maximal search tree that does not lead to any augmenting walk, in which case
Pi = ∅. The final output of the algorithm is Ψ =
⋃
i Pi, along with the newly discovered blossoms
in Ω′, such that Ψ is a maximal set of augmenting walks in Ω′ ∪ Ω.
Invariant 3. For each vertex u in Ti \ Pi, i < k, there is no edge (u, v) that is eligible for u, but v
is in some later search tree Tj with j > i.7
In other words, each vertex u in Ti \ Pi, i < k, is exhausted, that is, every edge that is eligible
for u is scanned by the depth first search procedure. Notice that a vertex can go from being already
exhausted to unexhausted because its inner/outer classification changes and the change introduces
a new set of eligible edges. Therefore, we say a vertex v is outer(inner)-exhausted if it is currently
outer(inner) and all edges eligible for v are scanned.
6As in Edmonds Algorithm, Ω′ is the set of blossoms we discovered during the search for augmenting walk
7In standard matching, this corresponds to the property that there does not exist an unmatched edge connecting
two outer vertices from different search trees.
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Walks in Ψ must be edge disjoint but are not necessarily vertex disjoint. Suppose we scan the
neighborhood of v in the order given by its adjacency list
〈
e1, e2, ... , edeg(v)
〉
. During the algorithm,
each edge in δ(v) is in one of the following three states.
• Explored, indicating the edge is explored from v when building some search tree T̂i, and is
either included in T̂i, or is not included in T̂i because it cannot be used to enlarge T̂i.
• Augmented, indicating the edge is explored from v in some T̂i and is part of Pi.
• Unexplored, indicating it has not been explored in any T̂i yet.
When the algorithm terminates all the unexplored edges in δ(v) will be declared unreachable,
i.e., after removing all the edges in Ψ, the edge cannot be reached via an alternating path starting
from any unsaturated vertex. This will be stated in Lemma 22.
The main complication of our algorithm is the alternating structure of the search tree, which
necessitates the maintenance of a maximal set of blossoms. Maintaining a maximal set of blossoms
allows us to completely decide for each vertex v, whether there is an even and odd length alternating
path from an unsaturated vertex to v. We can reduce it to maintaining the following Invariant:
Invariant 4. If (u, v) is an edge such that (u, v) is scanned from both u and v, u and v must be in
the same blossom.
The last search tree in the search forest T̂k, referred to as the active search tree, is the search
tree that the algorithm is currently growing. The algorithm grows the search tree in a depth first
manner by extending the active walk, Pactive, i.e., a walk in T̂k consisting of all vertices that we have
not finish exploring yet. The rest of the Invariant states the topology of the search tree as well as
its depth first property.
Invariant 5.
1. The sequence Ŝ =
〈
T̂1, T̂2, ... , T̂k
〉
consists of edge disjoint alternating trees in the graph
Ĝ = G/(Ω ∪ Ω′) that are rooted at unsaturated singletons/light blossoms.
2. Edges in T̂i are all explored. If an edge (u, v) is explored but not augmented, then all edges
(v, w) eligible for v must also be explored. If (u, v) is augmented, then its parent edge τ(Bu)
must also be augmented.
3. Vertices in T̂i are singletons or blossoms of Ω ∪ Ω′. For each tree edge (u, v) = τ(v), (u, v) is
eligible for u.
4. The active walk Pactive consists of a walk from root to a T̂k descendant.
A search tree initially starts with a single unsaturated vertex as its root and the only vertex in
the active path. Suppose a blossom B is the last blossom on the active path. In each iteration, we
scan the next unexplored edge (u, v), u ∈ B that is eligible for B. Depending on where the other
endpoint v is located, we do one of the following:
1. Augmentations: We form an augmenting walk in two situations: (1) when (u, v) is unmatched,
Bv is not saturated and not yet in the active search tree, and (2) when (u, v) is unmatched,
Bv is the singleton root of the active search tree, and def(v) ≥ 2. In both cases we extend
the active walk with (u, v), terminate the search, and make the state of every Pactive edge
augmenting.
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2. DFS extensions: If the exploration of (u, v) does not lead to an Augmentation step, and either
Bv is a nontrivial blossom not in any search tree, or Bv is a singleton, extend the active walk
to v and put v into T̂k as Bu’s child. This corresponds to a grow step in Edmonds’ Search.
3. Blossom Formation: If Bv is a descendant of B, and edge (u, v) is also eligible for Bv, we form
a blossom consisting of blossoms and singletons from the T̂k path from B to Bv. Contract this
blossom, call it B′, and place the blossom in the active path. Label all these vertices now as
outer and ready to be scanned. Note that all previously inner vertices will go from exhausted
to not exhausted as an outer vertex now.
4. DFS retractions: If every edge (u, v) eligible for B is already scanned, mark B as exhausted
and remove it from the active walk. If B is the only vertex in the active walk, terminate the
search.
After the search terminates and returns with a search tree, we update the deficiency function
(in case we discover an augmenting walk/cycle, and some unsaturated vertices become saturated)
and start a new search at an unsaturated vertex that has not been an exhausted search tree root,
as long as it exists. Notice that the root of a successful search tree can be reused as long as it is
unsaturated after all augmentations so far. The algorithm terminates when all unsaturated vertices
are exhausted, where each vertex is either saturated, or is unsaturated but we cannot discover any
augmenting path starting from it.
We first show after the search terminates, all unexplored edges are not reachable from any
alternating path starting from an unsaturated vertex. This guarantees we did not ignore any edges
that might lead to a new augmenting path.
Lemma 22. When the search terminates, each unexplored edges (u, v) is unreachable from any
alternating path that does not contain any edge in Ψ.
Proof. Suppose an unexplored edge (u, v) is reachable from an alternating path consisting of ex-
plored but not augmented edges. Without loss of generality let (u, v) be the first reachable unex-
plored edge in δ(u) and let (w, u) be the edge that precedes (u, v) in the alternating path. Since
(w, u) is explored but not augmented, all unexplored edges must be explored from u, leading to a
contradiction.
Lemma 23. All operations preserve Invariants 3, 4, and 5.
Proof. Invariant 3 is a natural consequence of depth first search. Invariant 5 (1) is immediate from
how we maintain blossoms and the active walk. Invariant 5 (2) holds because if (u, v) is explored
but, for each (v, w) eligible for v, the search along (v, w) finds no augmenting walk, then every edge
eligible for v must also be explored before the search retracts from u.
To show Invariant 4, notice by the depth first nature of the search tree, Bu and Bv must be
ancestor of one another (otherwise, if Bu is first explored while Bv is not in the search tree, DFS
extension will put Bv into the search tree as Bu child). Suppose Bu is the ancestor of Bv, when we
scan the edge (u, v) from Bu, if (u, v) is not eligible for v and no blossom step can be performed,
the edge (u, v) must be made eligible for Bv in a later blossom step from Bu or an ancestor of Bu,
to Bv or a descendant of Bv. This puts u and v into the same blossom.
With these invariants, we can show the following lemma:
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Lemma 24. Any augmenting walk P ′ w.r.t. F ⊕ ⋃P∈Ψ P must intersect some augmenting walk
P ∈ Ψ at an edge.
Proof. Suppose we have an augmenting walk P ′ = 〈u0, u1, ... u2k−2, u2k−1, u2k〉 that does not inter-
sect Ψ at any edge. By Lemma 22, we can assume all edges (ui, ui+1) in P ′ must be explored or
ineligible for ui. By termination of the algorithm, u0 must be an exhausted unsaturated vertex so
must be a search tree root. And by definition of augmenting walk (u1, u2) must be eligible for u0
so must be explored. We show by induction that for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2k − 1, (ui, ui+1) must be explored
and ui+1 must be in the search forest Ŝ.
For i = 0, by definition u0 is a search tree root and (u0, u1) is explored from u0 and is eligible for
u0. This means u1 must also be in the search tree. If ui is in the search tree and (ui, ui+1) is explored
from ui. Consider vertex (ui+1), since it is in the augmenting walk, by the alternation requirement
for augmenting walk one of (ui, ui+1) and (ui+1, ui+2) must be eligible for ui+1, if (ui+1, ui+2) is
eligible for ui+1, (ui+1, ui+2) must be explored and we are done. Otherwise, (ui, ui+1) is eligible
for both of its endpoints and thus (ui, ui+1) must be in the same blossom. In this case, Blossom
Formation step makes (ui+1, ui+2) eligible for ui+1.
Since all ui’s is in the search tree and the preceding edge is eligible for its predecessor, ui’s,
in particular u2k can not be a unsaturated inner singleton or an unsaturated light inner blossom
because otherwise an Augmentation step will be performed. This contradicts the fact that P ′ is an
augmenting walk.
Theorem 25. A maximal set of augmenting walks can be found in linear time.
Proof. The algorithm runs in linear time because each edge is explored at most twice, i.e. once
in each direction. Moreover, blossom structures here can also be maintained in linear time using
incremental-tree disjoint set data structure in [13].
We say a set of nested blossoms Ω′ is maximal if after contracting blossoms in Ω′, no more con-
tractible blossom that is reachable from an unsaturated vertex can be found. Since all augmenting
walk has been eliminated after Augmentation, this is equivalent to saying that no edge (u, v) is
eligible for both Bu and Bv. Thus, to implement the blossom step for Edmonds’ search, it suffices
to run the linear time find-aw once again (which will not find any augmenting walk) and return
the blossom set Ω′ discovered at the Blossom Formation step. By Invariant 5 (4), Ω′ is maximal.
Corollary 26. A maximal set of nested blossom can be found in linear time.
Corollary 27. One iteration of Edmonds’ Search with Criterion 1 (Approximate Complementary
Slackness) can be implemented in linear time.
6 Algorithms for unweighted f-factor and f-edge cover
In this section we will give an O(
√
f(V )m) algorithm for both maximum cardinality f -factor and
minimum cardinality f -edge cover. This is a direct consequence of the O(Wm−1) algorithm for the
weighted problem. This algorithm matches the running time of [10] but does not rely on reduction
to Micali-Vazirani Algorithm. Moreover, it is much simpler to state and to analyze.
For illustration purposes we focus on maximum cardinality f -factor. The algorithm consists of
two phases. The first phase, referred to as batch augmentation, finds an f -factor F that is close to
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optimal using an instance of the O(Wm−1) algorithm. After F is close to optimum, we discard
all dual variables y and z, dissolve all the blossoms in Ω and uses our linear time augmenting walk
algorithm to increase the cardinality of F until F becomes optimum.
This is stated formally in the following theorem:
Theorem 28. A maximum cardinality f -factor can be computed in O(
√
f(V )m) time.
Proof. We can view an maximum cardinality f -factor problem as an maximum weight problem
with weight function w(e) = 1. Choose  = 1/
√
f(V ), by Theorem 16, we can compute a (1 −
1√
f(V )
)-approximate maximum cardinality matching F in O(
√
f(V )m) time. If F ∗ is the maximum
cardinality f -factor, we have
|F | ≥ (1− 1√
f(V )
)|F ∗| > |F ∗| − 1√
f(V )
f(V )
2
> |F ∗| −
√
f(V )/2
This means F is only O(
√
f(V )) augmentations away from optimal. Hence we can then discard
blossom structure Ω with duals y and z from the approximate f -factor and run the linear time
augmenting walk algorithm of Lemma 25 inG with respect to F until F is optimal. By the discussion
above, O(
√
f(V )) iterations suffice. The total running time of the algorithm is O(
√
f(V )m).
Theorem 29. A minimum cardinality f -edge cover can be computed in O(
√
f(V )m) time.
Proof. This is similar to Theorem 28. We first use the O(Wm−1) algorithm for f -edge cover given
in Section 3 to find an (1+
√
f(V )
−1
)-approximate minimum cardinality f -edge cover F by viewing
the graph as a weighted graph with weight 1 everywhere. Choosing  = 1/
√
f(V ) will give us an
f -edge cover F with |F | ≤ |F ∗|+√f(V )−1|F ∗|. Notice that we always have |F ∗| ≤ f(V ) because
taking f(v) arbitrary incident edges for each v and taking their union will always give a trivial
f -edge cover with cardinality at most f(V ). Hence we have |F | ≤ |F ∗| +√f(V ), which means at
most O(
√
f(V )) reductions are needed to make F optimal. Therefore we can run the augmenting
path algorithm from Lemma 25 to find reducing paths (P is a reducing path w.r.t. F if and only
if it is an augmenting path w.r.t. E \ F ) until no reducing path can be found. There are √f(V )
iterations in this phase. The total running time of the algorithm is O(
√
f(V )m).
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